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PUBLIC MEETING - 2:00 P.M.
ROLL CALL
PUBLIC COMMENT – LIMITED TO ITEMS ON THIS SPECIAL MEETING
AGENDA AND WILL BE HEARD AT THE TIME THE ITEM IS
CONSIDERED
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
July 9, 2020 – Special Meeting
July 13, 2020 – Cancellation Notice

NEW BUSINESS
1.

ROSE BOWL OPERATING COMPANY - REVENUE OPPORTUNITIES
UPDATE

2.

RECOMMENDATION TO APPROPRIATE FUNDS FOR ON-STREET DINING
AND PARKLETS PROGRAM

3.
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5.
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• JULY 09, 2020 SPECIAL MEETING
• JULY 13, 2020 CANCELLATION NOTICE
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Special Meeting Minutes
FINANCE COMMITTEE
Thursday, July 9, 2020 ▪ 2:00 p.m.
Videoconference/Teleconference Council Chambers Room S249, Pasadena City Hall
A.

CALL TO ORDER: The special meeting of the Finance Committee was called to order at
2:02 p.m. with Mayor Tornek and Councilmembers Gordo, McAustin, and Kennedy comprising
the quorum.
Attendees (Absent as indicated):
Councilmembers
Mayor Tornek, Chair
Victor Gordo
John Kennedy
Margaret McAustin

Staff
Steve Mermell
Julie Gutierrez
Matthew Hawkesworth
Tim Park
Rey Okamoto
Eric Duyshart
Dianne Russell-Carter

Recording Secretary: Gloria Acevedo

B.

PUBLIC COMMENT - NONE

C.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
 June 25, 2020 Special Meeting
The minutes were approved as submitted.

D.

NEW BUSINESS
1.

RECOGNIZE REVENUE AND APPROPRIATE FUNDS OF $1,876,323 TO THE FISCAL YEAR
2021 OPERATING BUDGET FOR THE ACCEPTANCE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
EMPLOYMENT DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT GRANT FUNDS AND APPROVAL OF A
CONTRACT AMENDMENT WITH THE SOUTHBAY WORKFORCE INVESTMENT BOARD TO
PROVIDE INDIVIDUAL TRAINING ACCOUNT SERVICES
Dianne Russell-Carter, Executive Director, Foothill Workforce Development Board,
presented the agenda item, where she outlined how the $1,876,323 funds were
appropriated by program and answered questions on how each program will make use
of the funds.
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Councilmember McAustin inquired if the City auditor conducts an annual audit of the
programs. Rey Okamoto, Financial Analyst, responded the program is audited by the
Finance Department and State audits.
Councilmember Kennedy suggested the Foothill Board take advantage of any possible
outreach partnerships and employment opportunities; specifically connect with Mr.
Prentice Deadrick, Ron Matthews, and Catharine Rajan. Ms. Russell-Carter agreed to
reach out to the various individuals to ensure participants in this area are taking
advantage of all available programs.
Councilmember Gordo inquired about any State or Federal funds becoming available for
summer youth programs. Ms. Russell-Carter responded there are none at this time.
The Finance Committee approved forwarding this report to the full City Council.
2.

RECENT ACTIONS BY CALIFORNIA PUBLIC EMPLOYEES RETIREMENT SYSTEM
REGARDING INVESTMENT STRATEGIES AND GOVERNING BOARD STRUCTURE
Matthew Hawkesworth, Director of Finance, presented the agenda item. Mr.
Hawkesworth provided detailed information on CalPERS’ more and better philosophies
in which, their plan is to add additional private assets to their portfolio with the goal of
achieving a 7% discount rate.
Councilmember McAustin asked if the City had the option to opt out. Mr. Hawkesworth
responded, that was a very costly possibility. Councilmember McAustin suggested we
make our disapproval of the current CalPERS actions heard by publishing an opinion
piece from the Finance Committee. Steve Mermell, City Manager, responded the
Pasadena Star News has approached his office and once Council approval is obtained
regarding the committee’s recommendations, he will share the correspondence the
committee is planning to send to CalPERS along with the background information.
Councilmember Gordo requested information regarding CalPERS’ weighted average rate
of return for a period of 25-30-years. In addition, he suggested the City reach out to the
California Governor’s office as his office appoints local officials and ask that there be City
appointees. Mr. Hawkesworth will compile the information and bring it back to the
committee.
Councilmember Kennedy asked Mr. Hawkesworth and Mr. Mermell to share their
thoughts on actions the City can take and suggested the committee reach out to
California State Senator, Anthony Portantino and California Assembly Member Chris
Holden for support. Mr. Mermell responded, the first step is generating attention, he
and Julie Gutierrez, Assistant General Manager have met with other area City Managers
who have indicated they are willing to sign-on a letter from the City. Lastly,
Councilmember Kennedy, inquired about the rate at which CalPERS is borrowing money,
if it was at zero, and if there was a chart that showed a year-to-year drop in the
unfunded liability. Mr. Hawkesworth responded, he will research at what rate CalPERS is
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borrowing money, however was confident that it was not at zero, he will also refresh
the existing unfunded liability chart and bring it back to the committee.
Mayor Tornek asked if the League of Cities had looked at the situation. Mr.
Hawkesworth indicated they have been hands-off. Mr. Mermell added most cities are
only concerned by their payment obligation.
The Finance Committee approved forwarding this report of the full City Council.
3.

BUDGET REVIEW – A LOOK AT THE BUDGET BY CATEGORY
Steve Mermell, City Manager introduced the item indicating this is a basic baseline
outline of the City Budget, both the General and Citywide Budgets. Matthew
Hawkesworth, Director of Finance, continued with the PowerPoint titled “Budget
Review – a look at the budget by category.” He indicated this is the first of many
discussions to show what makes up the City Budget.
Councilmember Gordo suggested the budget should be viewed department by
department and by program to capture the effectiveness and to view where the funding
comes from in order to measure for success. Mr. Mermell responded that from a budget
point of view it’s important to look at where financial resources are going, if
reprioritizing is needed, and is open to take direction from the committee as far as
allocations.
Councilmember Gordo recommended the committee take a look at how the Police
Department resources are being allocated to see if there is an opportunity for some
sworn positions to be filled by civilians without compromising public safety. Mr.
Mermell responded civilization in the department has increased over time and that the
Police Chief has a career path for non-sworn personnel.
Mayor Tornek stated the committee should engage in conversations regarding the
Police Budget and how the money is being allocated in response to questions being
raised.
Councilmember McAustin recommended the information be broken down in simpler
terms, such as by services and programs.
The Finance Committee acknowledged the report.
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E.

ADJOURN
With no further business to come before the committee, the meeting adjourned at 4:13 p.m.

_________________________________
Mayor Tornek
Date
Chair, Finance Committee

_________________________________
Gloria Acevedo,
Date
Recording Secretary

ATTEST:
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NEW BUSINESS
1. ROSE BOWL OPERATING COMPANY - REVENUE OPPORTUNITIES
UPDATEOSE BOWL OPERATING COMPANY REVENUE
OPPORTUNITIES UPDATE
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Rose Bowl Operating Company
1001 Rose Bowl Drive, Pasadena, Ca 91103

www.rosebowlstadium.com
Office: (626) 577-3100  Fax: (626) 405-0992

July 23, 2020

To:

Honorable Mayor Terry Tornek & Members of the Finance Committee

From:

Rose Bowl Operating Company (RBOC)

Subject:

Revenue Opportunities Update

RECOMMENDATION:
This is an information item.

BACKGROUND:
The RBOC presented a financial overview of the organization at the Finance Committee meetings on
May 28th and June 11th. As was referenced, the RBOC does have some material information
regarding our pursuit of revenue generating opportunities, which is the primary purpose of this
report.
As America’s Stadium approaches its centennial, there has never been a more important time to
focus on opportunities that will lead the RBOC and City towards securing the future for our National
Historic Landmark. Even before the COVID-19 pandemic, the Stadium faced major challenges being
in the most competitive stadium market in the country. The pandemic has made the job harder in
some ways but, in other ways, it will allow the RBOC to focus on what sets the Stadium apart to
come out of this challenging time even stronger. With challenge comes opportunity. To that end
since June 11th the RBOC has had significant success in expanding its relationship with AEG which
has led to a contract amendment for staging music on Brookside Golf Course post pandemic, as well
as entering into a ticketing agreement with AXS (a division of AEG) which includes a $500,000
signing bonus. Since re-opening, Brookside Golf Course is generating more revenue for golf in more
than 10 years. Finally, the Rose Bowl Legacy Foundation has received over $800,000 in pledges
over the past two months with a focus on launching the Rose Bowl Institute.
In the immediate term, RBOC staff is working hard to understand what the upcoming football
season will look like. Staff has chosen to lead our peers on the local and national levels. RBOC staff
has weekly task force calls with all of the major venues in the market (Dodger Stadium, Coliseum,
Sofi Stadium, Bank of California, Staples Center, Dignity Health Sports Complex, Staples Center, etc.)
as well as with our tenants to develop opening plans and Standard Operating Procedures. The
industry must show officials how activities and events can safely take place. Some of these
scenarios are outlined below.
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Football
Playing college football this fiscal year is critical for the RBOC. When the COVID-19 pandemic
emerged, staff immediately started working on scenarios with its peers and tenants. As time has
gone by, the number of scenarios has increased with feedback from leagues, colleges, and state and
local officials. Currently, there are three timetables being considered:
•

Fall
o

September Start Scenarios (truncated season schedule)
▪ 25% reduction in FY20 attendance
▪ Socially-distance capacity (approx. 13K attendees)
▪ No fans

•

Spring
o Spring start to the season with Rose Bowl Game at conclusion of season
▪ 25% reduction in FY20 attendance
▪ Socially-distance capacity (approx. 13K attendees)
▪ No fans

•

No Season

The uncertainty of what will occur related to college football in 2020 has created challenges for
RBOC planning for FY21.
The uncertainty in college football only emphasizes a challenge that the RBOC has faced for several
years. Signing long-term leases with our core tenants, The Tournament of Roses and UCLA, was the
right decision for the RBOC and the City of Pasadena. These contracts have provided millions of
dollars in revenue and will continue to do so for decades to come. However, these properties don’t
always show continued growth, or guaranteed revenues. The struggles on the field, especially for
UCLA over the past few years, is a key reason the RBOC was showing a budget shortfall prior to the
pandemic.
While we are hopeful that the Stadium tenants, and their events, will rebound, we have actively
pursued additional revenue streams to fill the gap and to provide excess revenue until our football
revenue returns to levels consistent with 2010-2015.
Two opportunity categories have been identified and are currently in development. Short Term
opportunities have presented themselves as the market has changed. Mid/Long-Term opportunities
can help stabilize the RBOC operating budgets long-term. Both categories have the shared
attributes of taking advantage of our setting and infrastructure while being complimentary to
current uses and stakeholders. Below is an overview of the status of some of these opportunities.
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Short Term Opportunities
Music Festival
Agreement on an amendment to our music festival agreement with AEG that includes a $2M annual
guarantee or 15% of gross revenues. This deal also includes additional flexibility for our festival
partners to do additional single-stage programing on our campus.
Ticketing
We reached an agreement with AXS Ticketing (a division of AEG) to allow AXS non-exclusive
ticketing rights for Stadium concerts and soccer matches. This deal will increase major event
revenues by over $100,000 per event and includes an upfront payment of $500,000 in January
2021.

Drive-Ins & Socially Distanced Events ($150K+ contracted and $250K in the pipeline)
The RBOC has one of the most innovative Enterprise Event groups in the country. Faced with the
pandemic, staff has pivoted to use our site for events that can still take place safely at this time. Staff
has found that there is significant interest in the Stadium site as a location for socially distanced
events. The RBOC is currently working with the live event industry to determine what events would
look like. While the Stadium capacity would be dramatically reduced, (potentially under 15K
attendees) there could be opportunities to host events such as concerts, that had previously been
staged in arenas or amphitheaters.
The Rose Bowl is also now in the Drive-In and restaurant business.
•
•

•

•

Nightly Drive In
o Tribeca Drive-In
Studio/Film/Streaming Partnerships
o RBOC is currently in talks with multiple studios and streaming companies to rent
our lot(s) for multi-week installations that would be very lucrative for the RBOC. In
most of these scenarios, these events will be open to the public for purchase.
o Staff is also having conversations with groups about hosting premieres for
programing that would normally take place elsewhere in Los Angeles.
Rose Bowl Restaurant (concept)
o In partnership with local restaurants, staff is looking to launch the Rose Bowl
Restaurant. Placed on the edges of the Stadium field, with capacity for over 150
guests per seating, this series would allow local restaurants that don’t have
adequate outdoor seating to serve guests on the field level at the Rose Bowl. This
program looks to be a consistent income stream for the Rose Bowl and participating
restaurants.
Plot Programing
o Staff has also created concepts and SOPs for socially distanced enterprise events.
Examples of such events:
▪ Stadium Field Picnics (see Exhibit C in attached sales collateral)
▪ Final Fridays (plot assigned)
▪ Tailgate events on golf course
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▪

Socially distanced assigned seating in bowl area
• Graduations
• Town Halls
• Conferences
• Etc.

Golf
Since reopening on May 8th, Brookside has seen record rounds and revenues. Even with the added
expenses associated with operating in a COVID environment, net revenues have exceeded budget. If
demand remains high, it is anticipated that golf revenues will exceed budget by approximately
$500,000.
Legacy
Even in these challenging times, Legacy is finding success through hard work and relationships, as
illustrated by:
•
•
•

$37,698 raised to start and help fund the PUSD weekend school lunch program
(program also staffed and administered by the RBOC staff).
Over $800,000 raised for Stadium projects and programs, in the past two
months.
Promising initial interactions from donors on Family Entertainment projects
detailed below that would allow the City and RBOC to not have to amortize the
costs of the projects into operating budgets.

Mid/Long-Term Opportunities
Below are projects that were already underway prior to the pandemic to bridge the budget
shortfalls facing the RBOC. Understanding that capital dollars will be limited in the short-term and,
potentially, in the long-term, an emphasis has been placed on projects that are either funded by
outside partners/donors and/or ones that provide a positive ROI within five years.
Below are three categories: Music, Family Entertainment and the Legacy Foundation.
Music
Staying relevant in the music landscape is vital to the long-term viability of the Rose Bowl Stadium.
Knowing that the RBOC must continue to “lean in” on programing on the golf course, the RBOC has
an agreement on an extension with GoldenVoice/AEG that would continue Music Festival
programing on the campus while also allowing our partner to do smaller single-stage programing
throughout the summer months. It is the staff’s opinion that once there is a vaccine, there will be
significant programming opportunities for smaller single-stage events and staff is working to take
advantage of this market condition.
There are also two music capital projects and concepts being considered. The South End Seating
Project would increase Stadium capacity for concerts while at the same time providing field level
hospitality for sporting events. The other Arroyo Stage concept would allow the RBOC and our
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music partner(s) an option for smaller attendance music events (8-15K attendees) throughout the
summer months on a semi-permanent stage on the north end of the stadium footprint.
Family Entertainment
Golf net revenues have provided the RBOC with an opportunity to supplement Stadium revenue for
years and have enabled the RBOC to meet its financial needs. The model has worked for decades,
but due to the declining revenues in the golf industry and rising expenses, it is not a sustainable
long-term model, not withstanding the current increase in revenue during the pandemic.
Before the pandemic, golf revenues had begun to increase year over year primarily due to driving
range oriented promotions like the Players Club Membership (monthly discount memberships to
the driving range and golf privileges), and more competitive rate structures. In turn, any changes to
the golf course grounds will need to consider impacts, both positive and negative, to existing and
future golf revenue.
It is imperative that the RBOC look at alternative, complementary uses that can increase revenues
on the campus. Four such concepts are:
•

Expanded Driving Range (see attached market study)
o The existing driving range is much too small for a 36-hole golf course. Research of
other like properties has shown that increasing the range capacity to 60 stalls
(currently 20), adding lights and potentially interactive components could
significantly increase not only range revenues but also golf green fees and food and
beverage spends.
o Initial projections show that the expanded range would result in an $800K increase
in annual net golf revenues.
o NEXT STEPS: The RBOC has initiated the process on an environmental review of
this project and is identifying funding sources for this potential capital project.

•

Miniature Golf (see attached market study)
o Market research has shown that a miniature golf complex on the grounds at
Brookside would significantly increase net revenues.
o Initial projections show that a 36-hole miniature golf installation could net the
RBOC over $500K annually.
o NEXT STEPS: The RBOC has initiated the process on an environmental review of
this project and is identifying funding sources for this potential capital project.

•

Interior Activations
o Brookside’s long-time partner that runs the John Wells Golf Shop has decided to
cease operations by the end of the year. This space and other underutilized areas
within the existing clubhouse are being evaluated for new uses and activations.
Some of those potential uses include:
▪ Retail operation lead by American Golf.
▪ Interactive games (virtual golf simulators, video games, etc.) inside the
Brookside Clubhouse could add supplemental revenue that would
complement the Family Entertainment projects.
▪ Fitness activations such as yoga classes.
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•

Pay to Play Athletic Fields
o Market research shows that the region lacks sufficient inventory of “pay to play”
sports fields. One project being researched is the transition of multiple golf holes
into sports/soccer fields that would be rented by clubs and teams.
o This scenario would have the largest impact to golf revenues with the potential of
reducing golf holes from 36 to 27.
o In addition, many of these new sports fields would need to have synthetic turf and
would require lights to be profitable.
o Financial models are currently being reviewed to consider expected net revenues
and impacts to golf revenues.
o Due to the significant capital costs of this project, and the impacts to golf, this project is
not reasonably foreseeable at this time, although it is worth mentioning in any event. If
and when it is reasonably foreseeable, it will be brought forward for further discussion
and analysis.

Legacy Foundation – Mid/Long Term
Legacy’s most exciting mid/long-term project is the Rose Bowl Institute, an initiative to educate
youth and the community through programs related to the values of sports. Sports has a power to
unite people unlike any other vehicle in society today, and coupled with the Rose Bowl Stadium’s
brand, Legacy believes that it can inspire and empower through educational programming.
The Rose Bowl Institute, to formally launch in Fall 2020, will leverage the Stadium’s iconic events of
the past near-century to provide an educational forum to youth and community in both public and
private settings about key sports values such as sportsmanship, leadership, teamwork, ethics,
integrity, inclusion and more.
The Rose Bowl Institute informally launched in July 2019 when it hosted the inaugural Women’s
Empowerment Symposium event. Using the Stadium as the classroom, the Symposium hosted
young women for a day of networking, learning and interaction with all-female panels discussing
key topics in the world today. The private event coincided with the 20th anniversary of the 1999
Team USA Women’s World Cup victory at the Rose Bowl Stadium, which was a monumental
moment for women’s athletics in America.
The Rose Bowl Institute has the potential not just to impact at the Stadium site in Pasadena, but
also around the country through the deep ties that so many cities have with the venue’s history.
Coupled with today’s world of ‘virtual’ events, the Rose Bowl Institute is prepared to make a
significant impact.
The Rose Bowl Institute is planning two educational programs for youth and community in 2020:
•

2nd Annual Women’s Empowerment Symposium – bringing female students together in a
private setting with female business leaders and athletes to candidly discuss confidence,
empowerment, leadership, personal growth and more.

•

JACKIE 2020 – a public program that focuses on the life and lessons provided by Pasadena
icon Jackie Robinson and the incredible importance of those lessons in today’s everchanging world.
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Conclusion
The Rose Bowl will soon celebrate its centennial and is still as relevant and important as the day it
was built. That is a credit to the City of Pasadena for leading it through the past 100 years. The
times ahead will be difficult but with challenge comes opportunity. Through innovative thinking
and community support, America’s Stadium will stay vibrant and relevant for another century.

Respectfully Submitted,

Darryl Dunn, CEO/General Manager
Rose Bowl Operating Company
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Introduction
Introduction
The Rose Bowl Operating Company (RBOC) is considering introduction of a miniature golf attraction at their
36-hole Brookside Golf Course in Pasadena. Proposed modifications to the golf course and driving range
provide an opportunity for development of two 18-hole miniature golf courses on an approximate 1-acre site
in close proximity to the existing “starting area” and clubhouse. As part of the planning and decision-making
process, RBOC retained Pro Forma Advisors LLC, an independent land use economics consulting firm
specializing in commercial recreation, to evaluate the market support for a miniature golf complex at the
Rose Bowl, and forecast operating performance for the project.
The following memorandum report provides a description of the project, brief overview of the miniature golf
course industry, assessment of market area characteristics, documentation of the experience/performance at
selected existing miniature golf attractions, and projections for the proposed facility at Brookside. A brief
summary of findings and conclusions is presented in the following section, followed by documentation and
analysis is subsequent sections of the report.
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Summary
Summary of Findings
The following presents a summary of principal findings and conclusions regarding development of a 36-hole
miniature golf attraction at the Brookside Golf Course.
‣ The project would consist of two outdoor lighted 18-hole miniature golf courses developed on a
45,000 square foot site adjacent to the existing golf course “starting area” and Brookside clubhouse.
‣ The concept of adding miniature golf at Brookside has a number of distinct advantages:
- The concept of miniature golf at Brookside is compatible with, and would complement, the
existing golf course and other activities offered within the Rose Bowl Arroyo.
- There is existing parking at Brookside, such that the cost of this component would be avoided.
- The existing clubhouse can service both the needs of individual miniature golf patrons as well as
special event functions at this recreation attraction.
- Existing management, operations, and maintenance staff are already in-place such that the
marginal operating expenses for a new miniature golf complex would be relatively small.
‣ The primary market from which a miniature golf complex would draw support is approximately the area
within a 20-minute drive time. The demographics of this area, with a population of 1.2 million, are very
strong.
‣ The only existing miniature golf attraction within the primary or secondary market area is a poorly
designed and maintained 9-hole miniature golf course located at the 18-hole par-3 Arroyo Seco Golf
Course in South Pasadena. This facility has very limited appeal, yet generates substantial ancillary
revenue for the complex.
‣ Although there are some freestanding miniature golf course complexes in Southern California, most
miniature golf courses in the region are developed as part of a multi-use family entertainment center.
The miniature golf courses at these facilities represent a very popular component, and operators report
that most of their attendees utilize the courses during their visit.
‣ In addition to the Arroyo Seco miniature golf course, there are two traditional golf facilities in the State
which also offer miniature golf--the Del Mar Golf Center in San Diego County, and Mcinnis Park Golf
Center in San Rafael, just north of San Francisco. Managers at these centers report that the mini-golf
component appeals to a different clientele than the traditional golfer, but is complementary. The
managers also report that the mini-golf component performs well with nominal marginal cost of
operation, and investment costs have been recovered in a period of as little as two to three years.
‣ Based on the site and location attributes of the proposed Brookside mini-golf site, experience of
similar type facilities, the characteristics of the Rose Bowl primary market area, and existing
competition, potential stable year attendance at the Brookside miniature golf complex is projected at
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Summary
84,000 visitors per year. With 25 percent replay, stable year utilization is projected at 105,000 rounds,
equal to 52,500 rounds per course per year.
Exhibit 1: Brookside Mini-Golf Projected Attendance
Primary Market Area Population

1,200,400

Estimated Penetration Rate

7.0%

Annual Attendance (stable year)

84,000

Estimated Replay Percentage

25%

Annual Rounds

105,000

Rounds per Course

52,500

‣ Admission fees of $10 per adults ($5.00 replays) and $7.50 for children/seniors ($4.00 replays) are
supportable. Based on this pricing, estimated replay rounds, and selected promotional discounting at
non-peak times, the average revenue per round is estimated at $7.50.
‣ Applying these factors, Brookside stabilized miniature golf gross revenue is projected at $788,000 per
year. It is expected that there will be a modest ramp-up, such that stabilization is achieved by the third
year of operation.
‣ In general, miniature golf is characterized as a low maintenance/operating expense enterprise. In the
case of Brookside, there are significant potential operating and maintenance efficiencies of sharing inplace Brookside Golf Course and practice range staff. These efficiencies would minimize the
marginal operating expenses for the miniature golf course.
Exhibit 2: Mini Golf Stable Year Net Operating Income
Annual Amount
Gross Revenue

$788,000

Less: Operating Expenses

$225,100

Net Operating Income (EBITDA)

$562,900

‣ In addition to miniature golf, there may be an opportunity to develop an entertainment games arcade
at Brookside. A 4,000-5,000 square foot arcade at Brookside would be expected to produce gross
revenue in the range of $1.2 million annually at stabilization in the third or fourth year of operation.
Typically, on a triple-net building lease basis, supportable percentage rent for arcades of this scale
would be in the 25 percent range, yielding $300,000 per year at stabilization. Moreover, the presence
of an arcade would potentially increase overall attendance and utilization of the miniature golf element.
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Summary
‣ Miniature golf and arcade patrons also would purchase some food and beverages during their visit to
Brookside. A general rule-of-thumb for attractions like this is that food and beverage expenditures
total an amount equal to about 10 to 15 percent of the basic attraction expenditures. Thus, additional
food and beverage revenue of $200,000-$300,000 per year would be expected.
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Background
Background
The Rose Bowl Operating Company (RBOC) is responsible for the operation of the Rose Bowl Stadium,
Brookside Golf Course, and other selected activities on the Rose Bowl grounds. One of RBOC’s overall
objectives is to enhance the economic value of this City of Pasadena asset. In this context, RBOC considers
introducing new facilities and activities which would improve the overall economic return to the City’s assets.
The Brookside Golf Course features two 18-hole regulation length golf courses, a small non-lighted golf
practice range with 20 tee stations, large clubhouse with restaurant and a number of special event rooms, a
free standing 4,500 square foot golf retail center, and other support facilities. Not unlike most public access
golf courses across the country, and Southern California specifically, Brookside’s performance has been
adversely affected by a sharp and steady long term decline in the demand for golf following a period of
substantial expansion of the inventory of courses, significant increases in the California Minimum Wage, and
rapid escalations in the cost of irrigation water.
In response to these challenges, the RBOC is considering modifications to the golf course, including
significant expansion of the golf practice range, and introduction of other synergistic facilities at the golf
course. The development of a miniature golf complex, potentially along with limited complementary familyoriented entertainment, at Brookside represents a potential addition. Specifically, adding two 18-hole
miniature golf courses, with the possible inclusion of a gaming arcade, is under consideration.
The concept of miniature golf at Brookside has appeal:
‣ Miniature golf has been successfully developed at several traditional golf facilities in the State, including
Arroyo Seco Golf Course in South Pasadena, Del Mar Golf Center in San Diego County and Mcinnis
Park Golf Center in San Rafael;
‣ The Rose Bowl Arroyo presently offers a broad array of recreation facilities and activities to community
residents, such as the Aquatics Center, Kidspace Children’s Museum, bicycle trails, walking paths,
music festivals and other activities which are compatible with additional recreation attractions such as
miniature golf;
‣ Generally, miniature golf can produce strong economic returns on modest capital investment. In
Southern California, the high cost of land represents a major deterrent in developing this type of
recreational activity. As such, to the extent that surplus land can be created at Brookside, the
economics are increasingly attractive;
‣ Integration of mini-golf with the existing golf course/practice range, where operating staff can jointly
oversee the existing golf courses and practice range as well as miniature golf course, results in
extraordinary operating and maintenance efficiencies;
‣ Investment in miniature golf is minimized due to the availability of existing parking and support facilities
such as the clubhouse.
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Miniature Golf Industry Overview
Miniature golf is characterized by its broad appeal to all ages and recreational skill levels, in contrast to most
other recreational activities, such as water slides, batting cages, go-karts, paintball and the like, which appeal
to, and are patronized by, a much narrower market segment. Development of miniature golf facilities dates
back to the early 1900s. Originally, these facilities were developed as free-standing complexes targeted
toward young children and families. However, in more recent history miniature golf has represented a
component of a broader family entertainment center which provides a series of recreational elements.
Attendees at these entertainment centers can patronize just the miniature golf element, or can play miniature
golf as part of a broader entertainment admission package. The majority of guests purchasing an admission
package at a family entertainment center utilize the miniature golf course.
The U.S. miniature golf industry enjoyed substantial success through the 1990s and early part of the 2000s.
However, starting in about 2007/2008, concurrent with the commencement of the national financial crisis
and major economic recession, the industry suffered some erosion. According to an industry assessment
“Miniature Golf Course Industry in the U.S.” prepared in 2013 by the research group IBISWorld, miniature golf
industry activity declined at a 2.5 percent average annual rate over the 2007-2012 period. Since 2012, most
operators report stabilized operating performance.
The decline in industry performance during the 2007-2012 period is attributed to a number of factors. In
addition to the impact of the economic downturn, the major factor cited is the competition from other forms
of entertainment, particularly the proliferation of digital and in-home entertainment options which has
contributed to a long term trend of providing entertainment away from location-based entertainment
offerings.
Presently there are about 1,300 entertainment facilities offering miniature golf across the country. As noted,
the market appears to have stabilized in recent years, in part due to improving mini-golf technology, but
remains highly fragmented, with the vast majority of national providers operating in only one location, and
generating gross revenue under $250,000 per year.
There are an estimated 20 freestanding/family entertainment centers in Southern California offering miniature
golf. Most of these miniature golf courses are contained within family entertainment centers, most of which
are branded centers with multiple locations such as Boomers, Mulligans, Castle Park, Golf N Stuff and
Camelot. These family entertainment centers generally produce total facility annual gross revenue in the $6
to $7 million range, of which miniature golf represents a substantial share of the total (it is difficult to isolate
miniature golf patronage at these centers due to the preponderance of multi-use admission tickets).
Stabilization of the industry has resulted from improved technology which has been introduced at existing
miniature golf facilities such as unique lighting, distinctive obstacles, electronic displays, and overall improved
design. The major new industry trend is the creation of indoor “glow” miniature golf, also known as Black
Light or Cosmic Golf. Some of these indoor attractions offer miniature golf exclusively, while most others
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Industry Overview
combine the miniature golf with other activities and/or fast food services. Glow miniature golf players
experience 3D props that glow with vibrant colors, murals that “pop” on every surface, and state-of-the-art
lighting effects that are integrated throughout the course.
While the miniature golf industry appears to have stabilized in recent years, the industry will continue to face
challenges from competing attractions and high technology entertainment activities. At the same time, there
are few opportunities to develop new facilities offering miniature golf, and there has been industry
contraction, often the result of rising underlying land values which only support higher valued land uses.
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Market Area Profile
Miniature golf courses, where the length of the entertainment experience is relatively limited, draw support
from a fairly small primary market area. Free standing miniature golf courses generally draw the majority of
their guests from an area within about a 20-minute drive time, while more encompassing family
entertainment centers draw from a somewhat broader market area. For Brookside miniature golf, the 20minute drive time primary market is defined as the area extending from Monterey Park on the south to the
San Gabriel Mountain foothills on the north, and from Burbank on the west to Arcadia on the east.
The demographics of this 20-minute drive time area are summarized in Exhibit 3 below:
Exhibit 3: Primary Market Area Demographic Profile
Primary Market*

Los Angeles County

California

2010 (census)

1,150,100

9,846,700

37,254,500

2019 (estimate)

1,200,400

10,260,200

39,512,200

2024 (projected)

1,228,200

10,292,500

40,507,000

Number of Households-2019

438,495

3,306,100

13,339,357

Number of Families-2019

285,206

2,380,000

9,162,700

39.7

36.7

35.0

Population (5-19)

16.4%

21.1%

21.3%

Population 65+

16.2%

13.6%

14.3%

$104,770

$64,250

$71,230

Population

Median Age

Median Household Income

* Defined as area within a 20-minute drive time (minimal traﬃc congestion).

The primary market area is shown in Exhibit 4.
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Comparable Experience
Selected Comparable Experience
The experience of miniature golf courses located at traditional golf course/driving range locations in
California, as well as selected other miniature golf locations serving Southern California, has been analyzed
and documented. This experience provides some indication of the potential for offering miniature golf at
Brookside.

Miniature Golf at Existing Golf Facilities
Miniature golf attractions located at three existing traditional golf facilities have been identified and surveyed:
‣ Arroyo Seco Miniature Golf at Arroyo Seco Golf Course, South Pasadena, California
‣ Pelly’s Miniature Golf at Del Mar Golf Center, Del Mar, San Diego County, California
‣ Mini-Golf at Mcinnis Park Golf Center, San Rafael, Marin County, California
A summary of the characteristics and operating performance for these three facilities is presented in Exhibit
5.
Arroyo Seco
Arroyo Seco Golf Course is an 18-hole par-3 golf facility located in South Pasadena. The golf course is
owned by the City of South Pasadena and is managed by Donovan Bros. golf management company. In
addition to the golf course, Arroyo Seco offers a golf practice range and a 9-hole miniature golf course. The
miniature golf course is an older, small attraction which compares poorly with state-of-the-art contemporary
mini-golf facilities. The golf course and miniature golf course are supported by a relatively small, older
clubhouse which also is in generally poor condition.
Pricing for miniature golf is $6.00 for both adults and children, with replays priced at $3.00 per round. The
majority of players--estimated at 70 percent of total patrons--elect to replay the golf course. Annual gross
revenue is reported at $210,000. The average miniature golf revenue per round is estimated at $4.75,
implying 9-hole rounds played, including replays, total approximately 44,000 per year. As this is only a 9-hole
miniature golf course, replays are very high, estimated at 40 percent of total golfers. This implies annual
miniature golf attendance at approximately 31,400 visitors per year.
Del Mar Golf Center
Del Mar Golf Center is a golf-oriented facility located at the Del Mar Fairgrounds in the Del Mar area of coastal
San Diego County, adjacent to the Fairgrounds and the Del Mar Race Track. The golf center is comprised of
a large golf practice range, miniature golf complex (branded as Pelly’s Miniature Golf), a small food and
beverage operation, and a golf retail outlet. There are two modern 18-hole miniature golf courses which
replaced an older miniature golf operation in 2007/2008 at a cost of $1.2 million.
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Comparable Experience
Importantly, while the miniature golf course is open year-round, the operation is severely impacted on 50-60
days per year when either Fairgrounds or horse racing events occur. This is particularly disruptive to the
extent that these are prime days for the mini-golf operation as they occur on weekends and peak season
summer days when mini-golf use typically is very high.
Pricing at the miniature golf course is $9.50 for adults and $7.50 for seniors and children between 5 and 12
years of age (children under 5 are free). Replay rounds are $4.50 for adults and $3.50 for seniors and
children. Annual gross revenue for the miniature golf courses in 2019 totaled $445,000, with rounds
(including replays) reported at 54,500 per year. The average revenue per round is $8.15. Again, revenue at
the center is constrained by alternative activities taking place at the fairgrounds.
About 30 percent of miniature golf patrons purchase a replay. Annual attendance is thus estimated at
42,000 visitors. Management reports that their primary market area is defined as a 20-minute drive time.
There is no direct competition within this narrow market area, but there are several facilities located on the
periphery of this area which compete indirectly with Del Mar, including Boomers in Vista, Wild Woods Golf at
Legoland in Carlsbad and Tiki town at Belmont Park just north of central San Diego.
Mcinnis Park Golf Center
Mcinnis Park Golf Center is a multi-use golf complex located in San Rafael, Marin County, California, just
north of the Golden Gate Bridge and the City of San Francisco. Facilities at the golf center include a 9-hole
executive length golf course, 48-tee golf practice range, one high quality 18-hole miniature golf course, 9station batting cage, and restaurant.
Pricing for the miniature golf course is $9.00 for adults and $7.75 for children under 12 (there is no senior
rate, and no discounted replay rate, although generally a reduced group play rate is charged for replays).
Management reports miniature golf course gross revenue at approximately $175,000 per year. Annual play is
indicated at 21,800 rounds for the single 18-hole golf course, with an average revenue per round of about
$8.00.
The replay rate at Mcinnis Park miniature golf is estimated at about 30 percent. Thus, annual attendance is
estimated at 16,800.
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Exhibit 5: Selected Characteristics of Miniature Golf Courses at Golf Centers
Arroyo Seco

Del Mar Golf Center

Mcinnis Park

South Pasadena

Del Mar

San Rafael

Golf Course/Practice Range

Arroyo Seco Golf Course

Del Mar Golf Center

Mcinnis Park Golf Center

Number of Mini-Golf Courses

one 9-hole

two 18-hole

one 18-hole

Yes

Yes

Yes

City of South Pasadena/

Del Mar Golf Center

Mcinnis Park Associates

$6.00/$3.00

$9.50/$4.50

$9.00/$7.00

Seniors (65+)

6.00/3.00

7.50/3.50

9.00/7.00

Children (5-12)

6.00/3.00

7.50/3.50

7.75/6.00

31,400

42,000

19,200

44,000 (9-hole)

54,500

25,000

19,210

27,250

25,000

40%

30%

30%

$210,000

$445,000

$175,000

---

---

---

$183,000

$445,000

$175,000

$4.75

$8.15

$8.00

-18-hole par-3 golf course

-Golf driving range

--9-hole exec golf course.

--small clubhouse

-Snack Bar

-golf driving range.

Location

Lighted
Owner/Operator

Donovan Bros
Pricing (first round/replays)
Adults

Estimated Annual Attendance
Estimated Rounds
Rounds/18-Hole course
Replay Percentage
Annual Gross Revenue
Miniature Golf Only
Multi-Use Pass
Total
Average Revenue per Round
Other Facilities

-batting cages
-restaurant/clubhouse
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Other Selected Miniature Golf Courses
The experience of several miniature golf courses located in Southern California located within multi-use family
entertainment centers (FECs) has been reviewed as it provides some insights into the potentials of a
miniature golf complex at Brookside. Clearly, this experience varies considerable from one facility to another
depending on the type, characteristic and orientation of the center, market area characteristics, pricing and
operating policies regarding the miniature golf component, and other such factors.
As previously noted, there is a diminishing number of standalone miniature golf course attractions, with most
now serving as a recreational component within a broader multi-use family entertainment center. Three
Southern California family entertainment centers offering miniature golf were reviewed, managers interviewed,
and performance documented. It is somewhat difficult to track the revenue related to the miniature golf
component alone at the family entertainment centers. Typically, individuals/groups can either purchase
admission allowing access exclusively to the miniature golf course, or an admission package which provides
a guest the opportunity to participate in any of a number of activities. Most users of the miniature golf course
at family entertainment centers purchase multi-use package admission. As such, it is often difficult and
arbitrary to allocate revenue to any one of the recreational elements.
Three FECs offering miniature golf were surveyed, and managers interviewed, including the following:
‣ Castle Park, Sherman Oaks, California
‣ Mulligans Family Fun Center, Torrance, California
‣ Boomers Family Fun Center, Upland, California
A summary of the characteristics and operating performance for these three facilities is presented in Exhibit
6.
Castle Park
Castle Park-Sherman Oaks is a family entertainment center located in the middle of the San Fernando Valley
area of Southern California. It is one of several Southern California family entertainment centers operated
under the Castle Park brand. Entertainment components include three 18-hole miniature golf course, a
baseball batting cage, major arcade, and a food and beverage concession. The City of Los Angeles owns
the facility and operates the miniature golf courses, while the other activities and services are operated by
concessionaires. The City’s miniature golf courses are in the heart of a relatively dense suburban area of Los
Angeles, and benefit from a long established history and excellent location.
Castle Park is very affordable, with adults charged $6.50 and children and seniors $5.50 for an 18-hole play,
with replays at $3.00 for all golfers. Annual gross admission revenue is reported at $1.66 million, excluding
party rentals and miscellaneous income. Based on an average revenue per round of $6.00, play on the three
courses totals about 275,000 rounds per year, or about 90,000 rounds per course. On-site management
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indicated about 35 percent of miniature golf patrons elect to replay the course. Based on the distribution of
miniature golf activity, annual visitors playing one or more rounds of miniature golf is estimated at 200,000.
Management reports that about two-thirds of the miniature golf visitors use only the miniature golf attraction,
while the other one-third patronize multiple activities such as the arcade.
Mulligans
Mulligans Family Fun Center is a family entertainment recreation attraction located in Torrance, California, just
west of the Harbor Freeway. The complex also is one of a number of Mulligans Family Fun Centers
operating in the southwestern United States. Mulligans’ Torrance location contains two 18-hole outdoor
miniature golf courses. In addition to miniature golf, the center offers bumper cars, Lazer Tag, Go-Karts, an
arcade, a rock wall, batting cages and paddle boats.
Guests can purchase admission just to the miniature golf, or a multi-use package which allows use to any or
all of the facilities. For example, management reports that annual sales for mini-golf exclusively total
$210,000, and multi-use passes where nearly all purchasers use the miniature golf courses totaled an
additional $900,000 annually. Allocating one-half of the multi-use pass purchase to the miniature golf
courses, along with the $210,000 direct mini-golf revenue, yields total miniature golf annual revenue of about
$660,000. The number of rounds played on the two courses total about 85,000 annually, or 42,500 rounds
per 18-hole golf course, The average revenue generated per round was approximately $7.80.
Boomers
Like Castle Park and Mulligans, Boomers is a family entertainment center brand with numerous parks located
throughout California. One of their centers is located in Upland, about 30 miles east of the Rose Bowl. This
Boomers features miniature golf, with four 18-hole mini-golf courses, including two outdoor and two indoor
courses (one of the indoor courses is a “glow golf” layout). Other attractions at Boomers include bumper
cars, Lazer Tag, Go-Karts, an arcade, a Rock Wall, batting cages, and a series of kiddie rides.
Boomers also offers exclusive miniature golf admission purchase as well as multi-use passes allowing use of
numerous recreational attractions. Management reports that the four mini-golf courses are extremely
popular, and a very high percentage of multi-use package guests participate in miniature golf. Allocating
about 20 percent of total facility annual revenue to the miniature golf component yields annual miniature golf
revenue of about $1.5 million per year. At an average of about $7.50 per round, the estimated miniature golf
play totals about 200,000 rounds annually, or 50,000 rounds per 18-hole course per year. Miniature golf
pricing is set at $12.00 per round, regardless of age, and there is no discount for replays. Consequently, a
small percentage of the mini-golf play is attributed to guests purchasing mini-golf admission only.
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Exhibit 6: Selected Characteristics of Family Entertainment Center Mini-Golf Courses
Castle Park

Mulligans

Boomers

Sherman Oaks

Torrance

Upland

FEC

FEC

FEC

three 18-hole

two 18-hole

four 18-hole

Yes

Yes

Yes

City of Los Angeles

Mulligans

Boomers

$6.50/$3.00

$13.00/free

$12.00/$12.00

Seniors (65+)

5.50/3.00

13.00/free

12.00/12.00

Children (5-12)

5.50/3.00

13.00/free

12.00/12.00

Estimated Annual Attendance

200,000

63,000

165,000

Estimated Rounds

275,000

84,900

200,000

Rounds/18-Hole course

91,700

42,450

50,000

10%

35%

20%

$1,663,000

$210,000

---

---

450,000

---

$1,663,000

$660,000

$1,500,000

$6.05

$7.80

$7.50

Location
Type of Facility
Number of Courses
Lighted
Operator
Pricing (first round/replays)
Adults

Replay Percentage
Annual Gross Revenue
Miniature Golf Only
Multi-Use Pass
Total
Average Revenue per Round
Other Facilities

--arcade, batting cages.

--complete family

--complete family

--snack bar

entertainment center

entertainment center
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Market Penetration Rates
The methodology typically employed in estimating utilization or attendance at a proposed recreational
attraction is to apply market-derived penetration rates to the market area population, after considering
adjustments due to a variety of factors and conditions. The penetration rate achieved at three California
miniature golf facilities where sufficient information is available to allow a reliable calculation has been
estimated. First, the basic demographics for the three centers--Castle Park, Del Mar Golf Center, and
Mcinnis Park Golf Center--are presented in Exhibit 7.
Exhibit 7: Comparative Primary Market Area Demographics*
Rose Bowl

Castle Park
Sherman Oaks

Del Mar
Golf Center

Mcinnis Park
Golf Center

Population

1,200,400

2,106,100

615,900

164,700

Median Age

39.7

36.9

37.8

45.0

16.4%

16.8%

18.1%

17.6%

$72,330

$67,615

$105,130

$107,475

Percent of Population (ages 5-19)
Median Household Income

* Primary market defined as area within 20-minute drive time (assuming minimal traffic congestion).

The mini-golf market penetration rate for the selected miniature golf facilities, defined as the percentage of
total primary market population attending the designated attraction over a one-year period, is derived in
Exhibit 8. The primary market area for each facility is defined as the region lying within a 20-minute drive
time, assuming minimal traffic congestion.
Exhibit 8: Comparative Primary Market Area Demographics

Miniature Golf Facilities
Primary Market Area Population
Annual Attendance
Penetration Rate

Castle Park
Sherman Oaks

Del Mar
Golf Center

Mcinnis Park
Golf Center

three 18-hole

two 18-hole

one 18-hole

2,106,100

615,900

164,700

200,000

42,000

16,800

9.50%

6.82%

10.20%

The derived penetration rate for the three mini-golf facilities falls within a relatively narrow range from 6.8
percent to 10.2 percent. Clearly, the penetration rate is influenced by the demographic makeup of the
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primary market area, quality and appeal of the mini-golf attraction, the number and quality of competitive
entertainment opportunities within and on the periphery of the market area, pricing, and other such factors.
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Brookside Mini-Golf Potential
Miniature Golf
Based on the site and location attributes of the proposed Brookside site, experience of similar type facilities,
the characteristics of the Rose Bowl primary market area and existing competitive facilities, and assuming
Brookside develops two lighted 18-hole high quality miniature golf courses, potential stable year attendance
and utilization (number of rounds) at the Brookside miniature golf complex is projected:
Exhibit 9: Brookside Mini-Golf Projected Attendance
Primary Market Area Population

1,200,400

Estimated Penetration Rate

7.00%

Annual Attendance

84,000

Estimated Replay Percentage

25%

Annual Rounds

105,000

Rounds per Course

52,500

The representative pricing structure (2020 dollars) for the miniature golf course is as follows:
Adults:

$10.00 ($5.00 replay)

Seniors (65+)

$7.50 ($4.00 replay)

Children (5-12)

$7.50 ($4.00 replay)

Under 5 years

Free

Based on this pricing, estimated replay rounds, and selected promotional discounting at non-peak times, the
average revenue per round is estimated at $7.50. Based on these factors, Brookside stabilized miniature
golf gross revenue is projected at $788,000 per year. It is expected that there will be a modest ramp-up,
such that stabilization is achieved by the third year of operation.

Other Revenue
In addition to miniature golf, there may be an opportunity to develop an entertainment games arcade at
Brookside. A 4,000-5,000 square foot arcade at Brookside would be expected to produce gross revenue in
the range of $1.2 million annually at stabilization in the third or fourth year of operation. Typically, on a triplenet building lease basis, supportable percentage rent for arcades of this scale would be in the 25 percent
range, yielding $300,000 per year at stabilization. Moreover, the presence of an arcade would potentially
increase overall attendance and utilization of the miniature golf element.
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Miniature golf and arcade patrons also would purchase some food and beverages during their visit to
Brookside. A general rule-of-thumb for attractions like this is that food and beverage expenditures total an
amount equal to about 10 to 15 percent of the basic attraction expenditures. Thus, additional food and
beverage revenue of $200,000-$300,000 per year would be expected.

Pro Forma Net Operating Income
In general, miniature golf is characterized as a low maintenance, low operating expense enterprise. In
miniature golf situations where an operating and maintenance infrastructure is already in place, like at Arroyo
Seco in South Pasadena, Del Mar Golf Center in San Diego County, and Mcinnis Park Golf Center in San
Rafael, the marginal operating/maintenance expenses are very low. For example, in most instances
collection of admission fees and the starting function can be fully provided by existing golf course/driving
range attendants. Thus, there is minimum marginal payroll expenses with the addition of a miniature golf
element, typically a significant component of overall operating expenses. Similarly, most administrative and
management functions are already in-place, and thus the miniature golf attraction would avoid most of these
expenses.
Based on these considerations, a pro forma stable year operating income statement for the 36-hole
miniature golf complex at Brookside Golf Course is presented in Exhibit 10. As indicated, annual net
operating income, expressed as earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA), is
projected at approximately $562,900 per year on gross revenue of $788,000. Again, the projections are
predicated on the key assumption that only marginal expenses related to the miniature golf complex are
included in the projections.
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Exhibit 10: Mini Golf Projected Stable Year Operating
Income. (constant 2020 dollars)

Gross Revenue

$788,000

Operating Expenses
Operations Payroll & Benefits1/

36,000

Contract Landscape/Other Maintenance

24,000

Utilities

24,000

Supplies

6,000

Promotion & Advertising

24,000

Insurance (property & liability)

7,500

Credit Card Fees

22,100

Other Services & Supplies

25,000

Capital Improvement Replacement Reserve

25,000

Management/Oversight Allocation (4%)

31,500

Total Expenses

$225,100

EBITDA

$562,900

1/

Based on incremental staffing (4 hours per day at $25 per hour)

As previously noted, a normal ramp-up period of two-three years is anticipated prior to stabilization of
miniature golf attendance.
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Top Tracer
Introduction
The Rose Bowl Operating Company (RBOC) is considering expansion of their driving range at their 36-hole
Brookside Golf Course. One planning option calls for adding a second deck on the existing non-lighted
range which would increase capacity from 20 tee stations presently to 40 tee stations with lights. A second
option involves realignment of the golf course which wood free-up a site to construct a larger single tee line
range with 60 tee stations (with lights). Furthermore, an expanded golf practice facility would allow
incorporating Top Tracer technology on as many as 20 of the tee stations. Top Tracer is new electronic
technology which tracks and evaluates golf ball travel through the instant processing of shot data, and
provides an opportunity to create virtual entertainment and games for individuals and groups.
As part of the planning and decision-making process, RBOC retained Pro Forma Advisors LLC, an
independent land use economics consulting firm specializing in commercial recreation, to evaluate the
potential impact of introducing Top Tracer technology at Brookside Golf Course.
The following memorandum report provides a description of the project, brief overview of the new golf
technology, documentation of the experience/performance at selected existing practice facilities offering Top
Tracer technology, and projections for the proposed project at Brookside. A brief summary of findings and
conclusions is presented in the following section, followed by documentation and analysis is subsequent
sections of the report.
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Summary of Findings
The following presents a summary of principal findings and conclusions regarding introduction of Top Tracer
technology at an expanded Brookside Golf Course practice facility.
‣ The proposed project would consist of expanding the range at Brookside Golf Course. There are two
options under consideration. The first involves adding a second deck (20 tees) to the existing range,
yielding a total of 40 tee stations. The second calls for full range redevelopment resulting in a 60-tee,
ground level tee line, with artificial turf mats on the south side of the facility, just west of the Brookside
clubhouse. The second option would require realignment of a portion of the E.O. Nay golf course.
Under both expansion options, the range would be lighted for night use, and create an opportunity to
equip up to 20 of the newly added tee stations with Top Tracer technology.
‣ Top Tracer represents the state-of-the-art technology in the golf industry, proven to be very successful
at golf-entertainment facilities (TopGolf, Drive Shack), and, more recently, at about 80 driving ranges
across the country.
‣ The existing 20-tee station range has always been inadequately sized given demand from same-day
golfers at the 36-hole golf course, and non-playing practicing golfers. The shortage became
particularly exacerbated with the establishment of American Golf’s Players Club where members enjoy
significant practice range privileges. There currently are approximately 900-1,000 Players Club
members at Brookside, with the membership size effectively at full capacity given the size of the
existing range.
‣ Expansion of the range at Brookside will allow some additional use by same-day golfers and significant
expansion of Players Club members (membership dues), as well as promote much broader range use
by non-member practice golfers/Top Tracer patrons. The expanded Players Club membership also
would be expected to increase golf play on the two courses.
‣ The concept of adding Top Tracer Range technology at Brookside has a number of distinct
advantages:
- Equipping driving range bays with Top Tracer technology will both expand the market area and,
more importantly, broaden the appeal of the range to a new, more diversified user. Managers at
existing facilities offering Top Tracer uniformly noted that the technology has attracted a different
user than the traditional golfer.
- Top Tracer users tend to stay longer at the facility, and spend much more on food and beverage.
As well, Top Tracer substantially enhances golf instruction activity.
- Other than the lease costs for the technology and initial infrastructure improvements required for
Top Tracer, there is nominal incremental operating/maintenance expense related to the Top Tracer
equipped bays.
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- In most, if not all cases, Top Tracer has proven to be cost effective and produce high yields on the
marginal investment in this technology.
‣ The impact of adding Top Tracer at Brookside in 20 bays is projected in Exhibit 1 for both the double
deck 40-tee range and redeveloped 60-tee range options.

Exhibit 1: Projected Brookside Range Stable Year Gross Revenue
Double Deck

New Range

Existing
Range

Standard

Top Tracer

Standard

Top Tracer

Top Tracer

---

---

20

--

20

All Other

20

40

20

60

40

Total

20

40

40

60

60

950

1,700

950

2,100

1,700

Daily Fee

$110,000

$150,000

$110,000

$300,000

$200,000

Players Club

490,000

890,000

490,000

1,110,000

890,000

---

---

500,000*

---

500,000*

$600,000

$1,040,000

$1,100,000

$1,410,000

$1,590,000

---

---

$25,000

---

$25,000

All Other

$30,000

$26,000

30,000

$23,500

27,250

Average

30,000

26,000

27,500

23,500

26,500

Number of Tees

Players Club Members
Annual Gross Revenue

Top Tracer
Total
Revenue Per Tee
Top Tracer

* Excludes additional potential revenue of Top Tracer derived from Players Club member use.
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‣ The following observations are offered:
- Twenty Top Tracer bays at Brookside are projected to generate $500,000 annually in gross
revenue, or $25,000 per tee station. Additional usage and revenue ($50,000 to $75,000) may be
achieved from Players Club member use, depending on how the pricing policies related to
members is structured.
- The net impact of Top Tracer under the 40-tee double deck option, where one-half the tee stations
are designated for Top Tracer use, is relatively small as this option would preclude much, if any,
expansion of the profitable Players Club membership. That is, expanding the Players Cub
membership produces equal, or greater, range revenues (membership dues) compared with the
introduction of the Top Tracer product. The viability of Top Tracer with only a 40-tee range at
Brookside is questionable.
- Under the 60-tee station option, both the Players Club membership could be substantially
increased and Top Tracer could be added. Top Tracer generates about $180,000 in net
incremental gross revenue, equal to $25 per tee per day. Again, this net incremental revenue does
not include potential Top Tracer revenue generated by Players Club members.
- While Top Tracer bays at other ranges typically produce 40-50 percent more revenue per tee
station than regular bays, the high utilization of the Brookside range by Players Club members
results in similar performance between Top Tracer and regular bays.
- Most of the Top Tracer bay revenue is incremental to traditional golfer generated revenue. As
such, converting standard bays to Top Tracer technology will limit the capacity of standard bays
and displace traditional non-member golfer revenue generation to some degree. Thus, the overall
impact of Top Tracer performance is dampened.
‣ Increasing the Players Club membership through expansion of the practice range would also result in
additional rounds of golf played on the courses, albeit at a slight greens fees discount.
‣ The expansion of the range, and particularly introduction of Top Tracer on a portion of the range, also
would result in higher utilization of the clubhouse and purchase of more food and beverages items.
Under the 60 tee range expansion, additional food and beverage revenue of $150,000 to $200,000
per year would be expected.
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Background
The Rose Bowl Operating Company (RBOC) is responsible for the operation of the Rose Bowl Stadium,
Brookside Golf Course, and other selected activities on the Rose Bowl grounds. One of RBOC’s overall
objectives is to enhance the economic value of this City of Pasadena asset. In this context, RBOC considers
introducing new facilities and activities which would improve the overall economic return to the City’s assets.
The Brookside Golf Course features two 18-hole regulation length golf courses, a small non-lighted golf
practice range with 20 tee stations, large clubhouse with restaurant and a number of special event rooms, a
free standing 4,500 square foot golf retail center, and other support facilities. Not unlike most public access
golf courses across the country, and Southern California specifically, Brookside’s performance has been
adversely affected by a sharp and steady long term decline in the demand for golf following a period of
substantial expansion of the inventory of courses, significant increases in the California Minimum Wage, and
rapid escalations in the cost of irrigation water.
In response to these challenges, the RBOC is considering expansion of the driving range (currently 20 tees)
at Brookside either by double decking the existing range (resulting in 40 tee stations), or modifying the golf
course to allow full redevelopment of the golf practice range. The option involving full redevelopment of the
range would yield 60 tee stations, all on a single southern tee line. Under both options, the range would be
lighted for night use, and the tee surface would be artificial turf. Introduction of Top Tracer technology on 20
of the tees under both options is under consideration.
In recent years, American Golf has established a Players Club at Brookside. Membership in the Players Club
offers a number of golfer benefits including discounted greens fees, one free large bucket of range balls daily,
and other privileges. There currently are 900-1,000 members, which is the current effective limit due to the
capacity of the driving range. Membership dues are currently $44 per month.
Current practice range pricing for non-member use at the range is as follows:

Bucket Size

Price

Price/
Ball

Small (30 balls)

$7.00

$0.23

Medium (80 balls)

12.00

0.15

Large (110 balls)

15.00

0.13

The existing 20-tee station range generated about $600,000 in gross revenue in 2019, comprised of about
$110,000 per year in direct range use fees and $490,000 in Players Club dues revenue. Combined range
revenue is equal to $30,000 per tee station per year. The range currently operates without night lighting.
Brookside’s driving range performance is extraordinary in light of the limited capacity of the range and no
lighting.
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The existing range is significantly undersized given it serves same day golfers on two 18-hole golf courses,
as well as Players Club members. This undersized range is evident by its very high utilization and
management reports that range access for non-member use is constrained. Ranges at similar golf courses
are substantially larger. For example, Griffith Park has 45, Arroyo Seco 36, Rancho Park 43, and Encino
Balboa 40 tee stations. Each of these ranges has night lighting.
Top Tracer technology allows golfers to use real time data to enhance their golf game. But more than merely
serving the needs of traditional golfers trying to improve their skills, Top Tracer appeals to a much broader
audience, offering a unique entertainment experience which is suited for all ages and skill levels. Top Tracer
driving range bays feature touch screen monitors that display the complete flight of the golf shot as well as
valuable data such as ball speed, carry yardage, launch angle, and more. For an even more enhanced
experience, users can download the Top Tracer mobile application and get complete shot data sent directly
to their cellular phone. The technology also facilitates golf “games” and competitions such as launch
monitor, closest to the in, long drive, and a points game, as well as the ability to play virtual golf on more than
a dozen golf courses.
The technology, known as Protracer, was originally developed in 2006 by a Swedish company for television
coverage of professional golf tournaments. Subsequently, the technology was incorporated in TopGolf
facilities beginning in 2007, and is now the driving technology for the 58 TopGolf centers across the country.
In 2016, TopGolf acquired Protracer, and modified technology for its application at traditional golf driving
ranges. Currently there are 80 driving ranges across the country which feature Top Tracer technology, with
many more in the advanced planning stage.
There are currently six driving ranges in California which offer Top Tracer, and several in planning. Existing
ranges include Glen Oaks Golf Center in Glendora, Del Mar Golf Center in Del Mar, the Ultimate Drive in
Bakersfield, Mission Hills Driving Range in Hayward, Mariners’ Point Golf Center in Foster City, and Mcinnis
Park Golf Center in San Rafael. Importantly, the City of Los Angeles is planning introduction of 10 Top Tracer
bays at both their Griffith Park and Rancho Park driving ranges in March 2020.
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Market Area Profile
Golf practice ranges, where the length of the recreational experience is relatively limited (typically about one
hour), draw support from a fairly small primary market area. Golf driving ranges generally draw the majority
of their users from an area within about a 20-minute drive time. For Brookside, the 20-minute drive time
primary market is defined as the area extending from Monterey Park on the south to the San Gabriel
Mountain foothills on the north, and from Burbank on the west to Arcadia on the east.
The demographics of this 20-minute drive time area are summarized in Exhibit 2 below:
Exhibit 2: Primary Market Area Demographic Profile
Primary Market*

Los Angeles County

California

2010 (census)

1,150,100

9,846,700

37,254,500

2019 (estimate)

1,200,400

10,260,200

39,512,200

2024 (projected)

1,228,200

10,292,500

40,507,000

Number of Households-2019

438,495

3,306,100

13,339,357

Number of Families-2019

285,206

2,380,000

9,162,700

39.7

36.7

35.0

Population (5-19)

16.4%

21.1%

21.3%

Population 65+

16.2%

13.6%

14.3%

$104,770

$64,250

$71,230

Population

Median Age

Median Household Income

* Defined as area within a 20-minute drive time (minimal traﬃc congestion).

As indicated the primary market area is well populated, with current population of 1.2 million, and relatively
affluent with a median household income of $104,770. The area is somewhat older than most other areas,
with a median age of 39.7.
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There currently are six driving ranges located within or on the periphery of the primary market area, all of
them part of a golf complex featuring a golf course driving range:
Exhibit 3: Brookside Competitive Golf Practice Ranges
Range

Location

Driving Distance
from Brookside

Number of Tees

---

20

Brookside

Pasadena

Arroyo Seco

South Pasadena

4 miles

36

Alhambra

Alhambra

8 miles

45

Monterey Park

Monterey Park

9 miles

100

Shoal Canyon

Glendale

9 miles

40

Griffith Park

Los Angeles

11 miles

45

DeBell

Burbank

14 miles

20

None of the ranges currently offer Top Tracer Range technology, although Griffith Park intends to covert 10 of
its 45 tee stations to Top Tracer use in March 2020.
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Brookside Players Club Projections
There currently are 900 to 1,000 Players Club members at Brookside. Members, with current dues of $44
per month, enjoy a number of privileges including greens fees discounts and one large bucket of range balls
daily, without charge. The majority of members are attracted by the practice range privileges. With only 20
tees at the existing Brookside driving range, the current membership level is at full capacity. To expand the
Players Club would require expansion of the driving range.
An analysis of the potential expansion of the Players Club at Brookside has been prepared by American Golf
Corporation (AGC), the current manager of the golf course. The analysis evaluated expansion from 20 to 40
tees under a double decking of the existing range, and from 20 to 60 tees under full redevelopment of the
range, with all tees on the ground level. The analysis assumes that the range would be lighted under both
options, but would not be equipped with Top Tracer technology. The critical assumption in AGC’s analysis is
that with an expanded range, membership in the Brookside Players Club can be increased from 900-1,000
presently to about 1,700 with 40 tee stations, and to 2,100 with 60 tee stations. At $44 per month in
membership dues, this would yield annual membership dues revenue of about $900,000 with 40 tees and
$1.1 million with 60 tees. In both cases, designation of 20 tees for Top Tracer use would considerably
reduce the membership level, and hence dues revenue.
Exhibit 4: Projected Brookside Players Club Membership and Dues Revenue
Double Deck

New Range

Existing
Range

Standard

Top Tracer

Standard

Top Tracer

Top Tracer

---

---

20

--

20

All Other

20

40

20

60

40

Total

20

40

40

60

60

Players Club Members

950

1,700

950

2,100

1,700

Annual Member Dues

$490,000

$890,000

$490,000

$1,110,000

$890,000

Number of Tees
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Selected Comparable Experience
The experience of California golf practice ranges offering Top Tracer Range technology has been analyzed
and documented. This experience provides some indication of the potential for offering the Top Tracer
technology at Brookside.
There are six golf practice facilities in the State of California which presently feature Top Tracer Range
technology:
‣ Del Mar Golf Center, Del Mar, San Diego County, California
‣ Glen Oaks Golf & Learning Center, Glendora, Los Angeles County, California
‣ Mcinnis Park Golf Center, San Rafael, Marin County, California
‣ Ultimate Drive Golf Center, Bakersfield, Kern County, California
‣ Mission Hills of Hayward Golf Course, Hayward, Alameda County, California
‣ Mariners Point Golf Center, Foster City, San Mateo County, California
A summary of the characteristics and operating performance for these six facilities is presented in Exhibit 5.
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Exhibit 5: Selected Characteristics of California Top Tracer Facilities
Del Mar Golf Center

Glen Oaks Golf Center

Mcinnis Park

Location

Del Mar

Glendora

San Rafael

Facilities

--practice range

--9-hole par-3 course

--9-hole exec course

--mini-golf

--practice range

--practice range

--snack bar

--Grill

--mini-golf/batting cage
--restaurant

Practice Range Tees (total)

70

37

48

Number of Levels

one

one

two

Lighted

Yes

Yes

Yes

Number of Top Tracer Bays

6

15

4

Year Top Tracer Introduced

2017

2018

2015

6

0

20

Small

$10.00 (45 balls)

---

$4.00 (22 balls)

Medium

12.00 (75 balls)

$7.00 (60 balls)

8.00 (48 balls)

Large

14.00 (105 balls)

9.00 (115 balls)

16.00 (96 balls)

Jumbo

17.00 (150 balls)

15.00 (225 balls)

---

$25/hour

$5/hr non-peak; $10/hr

No Charge

Proposed Additional TT Bays
Pricing--Regular Range Balls

Top Tracer Pricing

peak
Balls Included

Yes (105 balls)

No

No

Top Tracer Bays

$125,000

190,000

$60,000

All Other Tees

665,000

210,000

480,000

Total

$790,000

$400,000

$540,000

Top Tracer Bays

$20,800

$13,000

$15,000

All Other Tees

10,400

9,000

10,900

Average--All Tees

11,285

10,800

11,250

Annual Range Revenue

Average Annual Revenue/Tee
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Exhibit 5 (continued): Selected Characteristics of California Top Tracer Facilities
The Ultimate Drive

Mission Hills

Mariners Point

Location

Bakersfield

Hayward

Foster City

Facilities

--practice range

--9-hole exec course

--9-hole par-3 course

--snack bar

--practice range

-practice range

--clubhouse/restaurant

--restaurant

Practice Range Tees (total)

32

45

64

Number of Levels

one

two

two

Lighted

Yes

Yes

Yes

Number of Top Tracer Bays

10

10

21

Year Top Tracer Introduced

2018

2019

2019

Proposed Additional TT Bays

none

none

none

---

$7.00 (50 balls)

---

Medium

$10.00 (65 balls)

12.00 (100 balls)

$10.00 (55 balls)

Large

12.00 (105 balls)

14.00 (150 balls)

14.00 (95 balls)

Jumbo

---

20.00 (230 balls)

17.00 (145 balls)

$15.00-$25.00/hr non-peak

$10.00/hr

no charge

Yes (unlimited)

No

No

Top Tracer Bays

$180,000

$175,000

$550,000

All Other Tees

220,000

375,000

650,000

Total

$400,000

$550,000

$1,200,000

Top Tracer Bays

$18,000

$17,500

$26,200

All Other Tees

10,000

10,700

15,100

Average--All Tees

12,500

12,200

18,750

Pricing--Regular Range Balls
Small

Top Tracer Pricing

$35/hr peak
Balls Included
Annual Range Revenue

Average Annual Revenue/Tee
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Del Mar Golf Center
Del Mar Golf Center is a golf-oriented facility located at the Del Mar Fairgrounds in the Del Mar area of coastal
San Diego County, adjacent to the Fairgrounds and the Del Mar Race Track. The center is located just off
Interstate 5, with visibility from the roadway. The golf center is comprised of a large golf practice range,
miniature golf complex (branded as Pelly’s Miniature Golf), a small food and beverage operation, and a golf
retail outlet. The single level driving range has a total of 72 tee stations, offering both natural grass and
artificial turf tees. The Center introduced Top Tracer in late 2017 on 6 bays, and is planning to add an
additional 6 bays in 2020. In mid-2018, the Center also added the mobile version of Top Tracer which is
available to all golfers using their personal cell phones for display of shot results.
Importantly, the operation is closed on 50-60 days per year when either Fairgrounds or horse racing events
occur. For these events, the driving range landing area is used for Fair or Horse Racing parking. This is
particularly disruptive to the extent that these are prime days for the practice range operation as they occur
on weekends and peak season summer days when driving range use typically is very high.
Top Tracer pricing is $25 per bay per hour, and can be used by up to four golfers. The price includes golf
balls (105), and users can purchase additional balls. The price of a large bucket (105 balls) is $14.00.
Practice range annual gross revenue in 2019 totaled $790,000, comprised of $125,000 on the six Top Tracer
tees ($20,800 per tee station) and $665,000 ($10,400 per tee station) on all other tees. Again, revenue at
the center is constrained by alternative activities taking place at the fairgrounds.
The Top Tracer technology has been extremely well received. Gross revenue increased by about $200,000
at the range following the addition of Top Tracer, in part due to a $2 per bucket across the board increase.
Management estimates that the impact of adding the 6 Top Tracer bays has resulted in about a 20 percent
incremental increase in gross revenue. Importantly, Top Tracer mostly appeals to a different user than
traditional driving range golfers. These new users are generally seeking entertainment, recognizing that many
dedicated golfers also use and benefit from Top Tracer technology.
Glen Oaks Golf & Learning Center
The Glen Oaks Golf & Learning Center is a multi-use golf property located in the City of Glendora, in the San
Gabriel Valley area of Los Angles, County. The facility, located 20 miles due east of the Brookside Golf
Course, fronts on Interstate 210, with visibility from the highway. The golf and learning center includes a 9hole par-3 golf course, a practice range and learning center, and a modest size clubhouse/restaurant. The
single level range has 37 artificial turf tee stations, of which 15 are equipped with Top Tracer technology. The
conversion to Top Tracer occurred at the end of 2018.
The Top Tracer bays are available to between one and four golfers, with pricing of $5 per hour during nonpeak periods and $10 per hour during peak times, excluding practice range balls. A large bucket of range
balls is $9.00 (115 balls), and an extra large is $15.00 (225 balls).
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Annual gross revenue on the range for 2019 totaled approximately $400,000, or an average of $10,800 per
tee station per year. The 15 Top Tracer bays generate an average of about $13,000 per tee station per year,
while the 22 other tees produce $9,000 per tee station per year. The impact on total practice range gross
revenue since adding Top Tracer is estimated by management at approximately 30-40 percent.
Glen Oaks management is fully satisfied with the Top Tracer technology. A new type of user has been
attracted to the center, the market area broadened, the average length of stay extended and ancillary
spending on food and beverage improved noticeably.
Mcinnis Park Golf Center
Mcinnis Park Golf Center is a multi-use golf complex located in San Rafael, Marin County, California,
approximately 22 miles north of the City of San Francisco and 15 miles north of the Golden Gate Bridge.
The golf center is located off Smith Ranch Road, about one mile east of Highway 101. Facilities at the golf
center include a 9-hole executive length golf course, 48-tee golf practice range, one high quality 18-hole
miniature golf course, 9-station batting cage, and restaurant.
As noted, Mcinnis Park’s two-level driving range has a total of 48 tees. Mcinnis Park was the first golf
practice center in the State, and one of the first in the nation, to install the technology (provided by Protracer,
prior to the sale of the technology to TopGolf). Four Protracer bays were added in 2015. There are plans to
add another 18 bays, converting the 20 regular tee stations on the lower level, in 2020. The limited number
of Mcinnis Park Top Tracer bays have been primarily used in providing golf instruction, but the expansion of
the technology to the full first level of the range is intended to appeal to a much broader, non-core-golfer
market segment.
Mcinnis Park does not charge an additional fee for use of the Top Tracer bays. These are available on a first
priority for golf instruction, and then on a first come first serve basis. The price for range balls at the center is
relatively high, with a large bag (96 balls) priced at $16.00. Management indicated that the availability of the
Top Tracer technology justified a recent across the board $2 increase in the price of range ball buckets.
The Mcinnis Park Golf Center draws on a relatively small, mature market with primary market area (20-minute
drive time) population of only 164,000. Practice range annual gross revenue totals about $540,000 per year,
or about $11,250 per tee station. The four existing Top Tracer bays produce about 50 percent more revenue
on a per tee basis than those without the technology. The estimated improvement in total driving range
gross revenue attributable to the Top Tracer product is estimated at 5 percent.
The Ultimate Drive
The Ultimate Drive is a freestanding golf driving range located on Stine Road, about one mile west of
Highway 99 in Bakersfield. The range initially was opened in 1987, closed in February 2018, and purchased
shortly thereafter by its new owner in May 2018. Prior to closing, the range generated approximately
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$200,000 in gross driving range fees. The current owner installed Top Tracer Range technology in late 2018.
The single level driving range has 32 tee stations, of which 10 are equipped with Top Tracer technology.
Top Tracer pricing varies by time of day, and day of week:
Weekdays (9:00-1:00)

$15.00/hour

Weekdays (1:00-4:00)

$25.00/hour

Weekdays (4:00-closing)

$35.00/hour

Weekends (all times)

$35.00/hour

An unlimited number of balls are included. The range also offers monthly memberships for $35 per month
which provides discounts of $10 per hour on Top Tracer use. There are currently about 60 monthly
members.
The introduction of Top Tracer, along with other improvements initiated by the new ownership group, has had
a substantial positive impact on revenue production. Management reports that overall gross revenue in 2020
is expected at about $400,000, double the revenue production prior to the 2018 purchase. While just over
30 percent of the tees at The Ultimate Drive are equipped with the Top Tracer technology, about 45 percent
of the total revenue is produced by these bays. The average annual revenue for Top Tracer bays is projected
at $18,000, with all other bays generating about $10,000 per tee per year.
As with the other California ranges surveyed, The Ultimate Drive confirms that the new technology has
attracted a distinctly new type of golfer, with most seeking a unique recreational experience. The primary
market area has been broadened significantly.
Mission Hills of Hayward
The Mission Hills of Hayward golf complex is comprised of the Mission Hills 9-hole executive length golf
course, golf practice range, and 6,000 square foot clubhouse/restaurant. It is owned by the Hayward
Recreation District and located on the south side of Hayward, off Industrial Parkway about one mile east of
Interstate 880. The practice range has 38 tees in a two-level structure, plus 7 ground level tees with natural
turf. Ten of the tees on the lower level of the driving range structure are equipped with Top Tracer
technology. The conversion occurred in mid-2019.
The Top Tracer bays are priced at $10 per hour, plus the cost of range balls. A medium bucket (100 balls) is
$12.00 and a large bucket (150 balls) at $14.00. Based on the experience to date, 2020 range revenue is
projected at about $550,000, about 20 percent above annual gross revenue generated before Top Tracer
was put into service. The 10 Top Tracer bays are expected to generate about $17,500 per tee station per
year versus $10,700 for all other tee stations.
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Again, management reports heavy patronage of the Top Tracer bays by non-traditional golfers. The
distribution of use between traditional golfers and the new non-traditional user is estimated at 20%/80%.
The center believes the Top Tracer will be economically successful. There are no plans to expand the Top
Tracer offering at the range in the foreseeable term.
Mariners Point Golf Center
Mariners Point Golf Center is a multi-use facility located on the San Francisco Bay, about two miles east of
Highway 101 in Foster City, San Mateo County. The center consists of a 9-hole par-3 golf course, a driving
range, and restaurant. The property is owned by the Foster City and leased to a private operator. The
driving range has a total of 64 tee stations consisting of 46 tees in a two-level structure, plus 18 on a natural
turf tee line adjacent to the structure. The lower level of the practice range contains 21 bays with Top Tracer
technology. The bays were converted in July 2019.
There is no additional charge for using the Top Tracer Bays. Rather, when the bays were converted, the
price of all range ball buckets was increased by $2 across the board. Large buckets (95 balls) are $14.00
and extra large buckets (145 balls) are $17.00. Management reports that the Top Tracer product, along with
the price increase, has significantly benefited the range revenue performance. Gross revenue from the
driving range for 2020 is projected at $1.2 million, compared with $850,000 in 2018. Revenue for the first 6
months of Top Tracer use was 40 percent higher than for the same period in 2019. It should be noted that
the the early winter period for 2018/2019 was unusually wet, so the real increase may be somewhat less
than reported. Of the 40 percent improvement in revenue, 18 percent is attributed to the price increase and
22 percent to range utilization. The average revenue for Top Tracer bays is projected at $26,200 per year,
which compares with $15,100 for all other tee stations.
Each Top Tracer bay can accommodate up to 4 golfers, although most are occupied by either one or two.
The technology has been very well received, and is credited with significantly expanding the primary market
area and attracting a different type of customer.
Summary of Key Findings
Key findings from the survey of the existing California ranges which currently offer Top Tracer technology
include the following:
‣ Introduction of Top Tracer at the ranges has resulted in a broadening of the market area and attraction
of new, non-traditional recreational users. These users are much more entertainment oriented than the
traditional golfer use of the range. The new users generally have a longer length of stay and higher
food and beverage profile.
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‣ The number of Top Tracer bays at ranges surveyed varied from only four at Mcinnis Park to 21 at
Mariners Point. Those ranges with a small inventory of Top Tracer bays are planning near-term
expansion of their Top Tracer technology.
‣ The Top Tracer bays typically are designed to accommodate up to four users, but the average number
of users per bay is about 1.5 persons.
‣ Pricing for Top Tracer bays at the ranges surveyed varies considerable. Some ranges charge on an
hourly basis, including the range balls. These prices generally are in the range of $25 per hour at nonpeak periods and $35 per hour at peak times. Others charge $10-$15 per hour, plus the cost of
range balls. Still others have elected not to charge any additional fees for use of the Top Tracer bays,
but did initiate an across-the-board increase in the price of balls when Top Tracer was installed
(generally $2.00 per bucket).
‣ The estimated Top Tracer revenue volume for the ranges surveyed is shown in Exhibit 6 below:

Exhibit 6: Performance at California Top Tracer Ranges

Range

City

Primary
Top Tracer
Market Area
Tees

County

Population*
Brookside Golf Course

Pasadena

Los Angeles

Del Mar Golf Center

Del Mar

San Diego

Glen Oaks Golf Center

Glendora

Los Angeles

Mcinnis Park Golf Center

San Leandro

The Ultimate Drive

Top
Tracer

Revenue/
Tee/Year

Revenue

1,582,460

---

---

---

888,740

6

$125,000

$20,800

1,650,900

15

190,000

12,700

Marin

186,130

4

60,000

15,000

Bakersfield

Kern

504,100

10

180,000

18,000

Mission Hills

Hayward

Alameda

774,830

10

175,000

17,500

Mariners Point Golf Center

Foster City

San Mateo

849,230

21

550,000

26,200

* Defined as area within 20-minute drive time (minimal traffic congestion.
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Top Tracer
‣ Top Tracer equipped tee stations at the ranges surveyed, on a per tee basis, generate substantially
higher revenues than standard bays. The distribution of revenue at Top Tracer ranges surveyed is
shown in Exhibit 7.

Exhibit 7: Distribution of Revenue at California Top Tracer Ranges
Del Mar
Glen Oaks
Golf Center Golf Center

Mcinnis
Park

Ultimate
Range

Mission
Hills

Mariners
Point

Tee Stations
Top Tracer

6

15

4

10

10

21

Other

64

22

44

22

35

43

Total

70

37

48

32

45

64

Annual Revenue
Top Tracer

$125,000

$190,000

$60,000

$180,000

$175,000

$550,000

Other

665,000

210,000

480,000

220,000

375,000

650,000

Total

$790,000

$400,000

$540,000

$400,000

$550,000

$1,200,000

$20,800

$13,000

$15,000

$18,000

$17,500

$26,200

Other

10,400

9,000

10,900

10,000

10,700

15,100

Total

10,285

10,800

11,250

12,500

12,200

18,750

Revenue/Tee
Top Tracer
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Top Tracer
Brookside Top Tracer Performance
The impact of incorporating Top Tracer Range technology at Brookside can be estimated based, in large
part, on the experience of other ranges which currently have this feature. Still, there are many major factors
which need to be considered in determining potential revenue enhancement stemming from including Top
Tracer at Brookside:
‣ Presently, the Brookside range operates at an extremely high utilization rate, and it is reported that the
absence of sufficient capacity at many times of the day discourages use of the facility by nonmembers, particularly those golfers who are interested in practice only.
‣ The Players Club membership level is directly related to the capacity of the facility driving range.
‣ Introduction of Top Tracer technology will mostly attract a new market segment--primarily nontraditional golfers.
‣ It is assumed that night lighting will be added to the Brookside range. Without such lighting, the
overall performance of the range would be constrained, and a Top Tracer product would not be viable.
‣ The Brookside primary market area (20-minute drive time) is very strong, with 1.2 million population
and substantially higher than average household income levels.
‣ There are six golf driving ranges in and on the periphery of the primary market area, none of which
currently offer Top Tracer. One of these--Griffith Park-- will soon convert 10 of their 45 driving range
tees to Top Tracer Range technology. With the success of Top Tracer, others may explore adding this
technology which would temper to some degree the performance at Brookside.
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Top Tracer
The impact of 20 Top Tracer bays at Brookside relative to either a double deck 40-tee range or a
redeveloped 60-tee station range is projected in Exhibit 8.

Exhibit 8: Projected Brookside Range Stable Year Gross Revenue
Double Deck

New Range

Existing
Range

Standard

Top Tracer

Standard

Top Tracer

Top Tracer

---

---

20

--

20

All Other

20

40

20

60

40

Total

20

40

40

60

60

950

1,700

950

2,100

1,700

Daily Fee

$110,000

$150,000

$110,000

$300,000

$200,000

Players Club

490,000

890,000

490,000

1,110,000

890,000

---

---

500,000*

---

500,000*

$600,000

$1,040,000

$1,100,000

$1,410,000

$1,590,000

---

---

$25,000

---

$25,000

All Other

$30,000

$26,000

30,000

$23,500

27,250

Average

30,000

26,000

27,500

23,500

26,500

Number of Tees

Players Club Members
Annual Gross Revenue

Top Tracer
Total
Revenue Per Tee
Top Tracer

* Excludes additional potential revenue generated by Players Club member use of Top Tracer.

The following observations are offered:
‣ Twenty Top Tracer bays at Brookside are projected to generate $500,000 annually in gross revenue, or
$25,000 per tee station. Additional usage and revenue ($50,000 to $75,000) may be achieved from
Players Club member use, depending on how the pricing policies related to members is structured.
For example, Players Club member access to Top Tracer bays may entail a supplementary $10 per
hour user fee. Alternatively, use of Top Tracer bays by club members could be an additional privilege
through an optional higher monthly fee--Players Club Plus.
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Top Tracer
‣ While Top Tracer bays at other ranges typically produce 40-50 percent more revenue per tee station
than regular bays, the high utilization of the Brookside range by Players Club members results in similar
performance between Top Tracer and regular bays.
‣ Most of the Top Tracer bay revenue is incremental to traditional golfer generated revenue. As such,
converting standard bays to Top Tracer technology limits capacity and displaces traditional golfer
range revenue generation to some degree. Thus, the overall impact of Top Tracer performance is
dampened.
‣ The impact of Top Tracer under the 40-tee double deck option, where one-half the tee stations are
designated for Top Tracer use, is relatively small as this option would preclude much, if any, expansion
of the profitable Players Club membership. That is, expanding the Players Cub membership
produces equal, or greater, range revenues compared with the introduction of the Top Tracer product.
‣ Under the 60-tee station option, both the Players Club membership could be substantially increased
and Top Tracer could be added. Top Tracer generates about $180,000 in net incremental gross
revenue, equal to $25 per tee per day. Again, this net incremental revenue does not include potential
Top Tracer revenue generated by Players Club members.
‣ Increasing the Players Club membership through expansion of the practice range would also result in
additional rounds of golf played on the courses, albeit at a slight greens fees discount.
‣ The expansion of the range, and particularly introduction of Top Tracer on a portion of the range, also
would result in higher utilization of the clubhouse and purchase of more food and beverages items.
Under the 60 tee range expansion, additional food and beverage revenue of $150,000 to $200,000
per year would be expected.
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Rose Bowl Operating Company
(RBOC)
Revenue Opportunities Update
July 23, 2020
City Council Finance Committee
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Rose Bowl Operating Company
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Rose Bowl Operating Company

• UCLA Scenarios
> Fall
 9/26 Start Scenarios
» 25% reduction in attendance from FY20
» Socially Distanced Capacity
» No Fans

> Spring
 25% reduction in attendance from FY20
 Socially Distanced Capacity
 No Fans

> No Season
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Rose Bowl Operating Company
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Rose Bowl Operating Company
FOOTBALL UPDATE
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Rose Bowl Operating Company
NEW AGREEMENTS - AEG
Festival history
 Arroyo Seco Weekend 2017 (two days)
 Arroyo Seco Weekend 2018 (two days)
 Pasadena Daydream 2019 (one day)
 Lower attendance events (~25K per day) have proven to provide the best
experience for spectators
 Minimal complaints or concerns from neighbors and stakeholders
 The RBOC has netted $10M over this time period.
New Amendment
 Original agreement was 10 years with two five-year options (total of 20
years)
 There is a mutual out after year 3 (now)
 Desire to move from one massive attendance festival model to one that has
lower event day attendance and more frequency
 Further alignment of interests by increasing RBOC % of revenues while
reducing AEG guarantee
Page 63
 Concerts (1 stage) for non-stadium part of exclusivity

Rose Bowl Operating Company
NEW AGREEMENTS - AEG
Financial Terms




The minimum annual license fee would
change to $2M for the first two years of the
agreement, with a 5% escalator for year
three and a 3% escalator in years fourseven.


Admission tax plus $1/ticket for capital
above minimum



Previous minimum beginning in year
four of the agreement was $3.1M and
going up by CPI

Percentage of rent (vs. guarantee)


Festivals/Major events: 15% of all gross
revenues



Concerts/Minor events: 15% of ticket
sales
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Rose Bowl Operating Company
NEW AGREEMENTS - AXS
AXS Ticketing Agreement
•

Open venue model
> Allows partners (including tenants) to
choose their ticketing provider

•

Operational components
> Ticketing partner brings in hardware and
software for each specific event

•

Financial Highlights of AXS partnership
> $500K upfront payment
> Higher % of ticketing rebate resulting in
approximately $100K per event in
additional net revenue
> Premium Seating & Sponsorship
commitments
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Rose Bowl Operating Company
WHAT’S NEXT – SHORT TERM
•

Drive-In Programming
• Movies
• Brand Events
• Live Events

•

Rose Bowl Restaurant - Concept
• Partnership with local Pasadena restaurants
offering dining on the field of America’s Stadium

•

Filmings
• Miley Cyrus – Global Citizen
• Andy Grammer - CNN
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Rose Bowl Operating Company

Area H
• Movies
• Premieres
• Large scale
partnerships
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Rose Bowl Operating Company

Parking Lots
• 50+ Event
Inquiries
• Graduations
• Church Services
• ”Rose Bowl
Drive-In”
• Multi-use rental
facility
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Rose Bowl Operating Company

•

Contracted - $150K

•

Pipeline - $250K
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Rose Bowl Operating Company
Golf revenues are currently pacing to beat FY21 budget by $500,000
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Rose Bowl Operating Company
WHAT’S NEXT – MEDIUM / LONG TERM

•

Busy 2021 Event Season

•

Centennial

•

World Cup and Olympics
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Rose Bowl Operating Company
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Rose Bowl Operating Company
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Rose Bowl Operating Company
PAY TO PLAY SPORTS
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Rose Bowl Operating Company
FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT – DRIVING RANGE
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Rose Bowl Operating Company
FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT – DRIVING RANGE
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Rose Bowl Operating Company
FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT – MINIATURE GOLF
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Rose Bowl Operating Company
LEGACY ROSE BOWL INSITUTE

• The Rose Bowl Institute champions sportsmanship and leverages the power of
sports to unite people everywhere.
• Through educational programs, intimate dialogues, and awards, the Institute
seeks to inspire youth and enhance community life.
• Long Term Goal: seven-figure net transfer to the RBOC
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Rose Bowl Operating Company
LEGACY ROSE BOWL INSITUTE – UPCOMING PROGRAMS

•

Three-part series Dialogue on Race + Sports centering around the life and
values of Jackie Robinson
• Part I: August 13 (virtual)
• Part II: December 3
• Part III: April 2021 (Rose Table Dialogue)

•

2nd Annual Women’s Empowerment Symposium
• September 16, 17 and 18 (virtual)

•

Rose Table Dialogues

•

Rose Bowl Sportsmanship Initiative (ROSI)
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Rose Bowl Operating Company
LEGACY ROSE BOWL INSITUTE
Charlie Firestone is the President of the Rose Bowl
Institute.
Previously, he was a Vice President and Executive Vice
President of The Aspen Institute, Director of the
Communications Law Program at UCLA Law School, and
an attorney with the Federal Communications
Commission.
He was also the first President of the Los Angeles Board
of Telecommunications Commissioners. Firestone argued
two cases before the U.S. Supreme Court and many
before the U.S. Courts of Appeals. Firestone graduated
from Amherst College, where he captained the wrestling
team, and Duke Law School.
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Rose Bowl Operating Company
LEGACY ROSE BOWL INSITUTE - ADVISORY BOARD

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tim Brant
Ann Meyers Drysdale
Tom Farrey, Aspen Institute
Julie Foudy
Dan Fouts
Cobi Jones
Billie Jean King
Ronnie Lott
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Jessica Mendoza
Larry Paul, Steelers Owner
John Sciarra
Maria Taylor
Dick Vermeil
J.C. Watts
Marcellus Wiley
Jason Whitlock

Rose Bowl Operating Company
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End of formal presentation
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NEW BUSINESS
2. RECOMMENDATION

TO APPROPRIATE FUNDS FOR ON-STREET
DINING AND PARKLETS PROGRAM
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Department of Transportation

APPROPRIATE FUNDS FOR ON-STREET
DINING AND PARKLETS PROGRAM
Finance Committee
July 23, 2020
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Item 2

Appropriate Funds for On-Street Dining and Parklets Program
Department of Transportation

•

Temporary On-Street Dining – nine street
segments in Old Pasadena and Playhouse
Village
>
>

•

Phase I – Installations completed on July 11
Phase II – Installations completed on July 18

Costs for re-striping, barricades, and ADA
ramps
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Appropriate Funds for On-Street Dining and Parklets Program
Department of Transportation

Old Pasadena
On-Street Dining
Playhouse Village
On-Street Dining
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Appropriate Funds for On-Street Dining and Parklets Program
Department of Transportation

•
•
•

Parklets Guidance and Application
Prototype design plans
Offset costs for design and installation
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Appropriate Funds for On-Street Dining and Parklets Program
Department of Transportation

•

Recommend that the City Council:
>

Find that the actions proposed are exempt from the California
Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) pursuant to State CEQA
Guidelines Sections 15301, 15304, and 15311, there are no features
that distinguish this project from others in the exempt classes, and
therefore there are no unusual circumstances; and

>

Appropriate $275,000 from the Off-Street Parking Fund ($100,000), Old
Pasadena Parking Meter Fund ($100,000) and General Fund
Unappropriated Fund Balance ($75,000) for the On-Street Dining
Program to the Department of Transportation Fiscal Year 2021
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Operating Budget.

NEW BUSINESS
3. ACCEPTANCE OF CALIFORNIA OFFICE OF TRAFFIC SAFETY
GRANT FOR THE SAFER STREETS PASADENA – BICYCLE SAFETY
OUTREACH PROGRAM
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Department of Transportation

California Office of Traffic Safety Grant
Acceptance of for the Safer Streets
Pasadena – Bicycle Safety Outreach
Program
Finance Committee
July 23, 2020
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Item 3

Recommendation
Department of Transportation

• Find that acceptance of this grant is exempt from the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), Section
15061 (b) (3) of the State CEQA Guidelines;
• Authorize the City Manager to enter into an agreement
with the California Office of Traffic Safety (OTS) to receive
Fiscal Year 2021 grant funding for the Safer Streets
Pasadena – Bicycle Safety Outreach Program in the
amount of $150,000 and any subsequent agreements
regarding this grant award; and
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Recommendation (cont.)
Department of Transportation

• Amend the Department of Transportation’s FY 2021
Operating Budget to recognize and appropriate $150,000
in grant funds awarded by OTS for the Safer Streets
Pasadena – Bicycle Safety Outreach Program as detailed
in the Fiscal Impact section of this report.
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Background
Department of Transportation

• The City applied for funds through the California
Office of Traffic Safety (OTS) in January 2020 for
the Safer Streets Pasadena – Bicycle Safety
Outreach Program.
• The City was awarded $150,000 in OTS Grant
Funds for this proposed program for the period of
October 1, 2020 through September 30, 2021.
• This grant is part of the California Traffic Safety
Program and was made possible through the
support of OTS and the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA)
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Previous OTS Campaigns - 2018
Department of Transportation
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Previous OTS Campaigns - 2019
Department of Transportation
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Council Policy Consideration
Department of Transportation

• Project is consistent with the following objectives
of the Mobility Element:
> Enhance Livability
> Encourage walking, biking and other alternatives to motor vehicles.

• Addresses three policies of the Mobility Element:
> Policy 1.23 - Improve public health by supporting walking and bicycling
throughout the City.
> Policy 2.12 - Continue to develop specialized educational campaigns and
informational materials to improve safety for pedestrians and bicyclists.
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Fiscal Impact
Department of Transportation

• OTS Grant is a non-matching grant.
• Grant Award of $150,000 will be reflected in revenue
account 10124003-649700-95093 and will be appropriated
in the expenditure account 10124003-811400-95093.
• City staffing costs to manage this program are minimal
and will be absorbed within the Department of
Transportation’s operating budget.
• It is anticipated that the entire grant award amount of
$150,000 will be expended by the end of September 2021
when the program is complete.
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INFORMATION ONLY
4. SAS 114 AUDIT NOTIFICATION
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Attachment 1
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INFORMATION ONLY
5. UPDATE OF THE FINANCIAL IMPACT OF COVID-19
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Financial Update – July 2020
Matthew Hawkesworth
Director of Finance
July 23, 2020
Item 5 Finance/Audit Committee
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General Fund Revenue Projections

Fiscal Year 2020 - General Fund

REVENUES
1 Property Taxes

$

2 Sales Tax
3 Utility User Tax
4 Transient Occupancy Tax
5 Franchise Taxes
6 Other Taxes
Total Taxes
7 Licenses & Permits

$
$

8 Intergovernmental Revenues
9 Charges for Services
10 Fines & Forfeitures
11 Investment/Interest Earnings
12 Rental Income
13 Miscellaneous
14 Transfers in from Other Funds
TOTAL REVENUES

$

Budget
88,495,000
55,812,000
27,545,500
18,331,500
2,754,000
17,300,000
210,238,000

Projection Prior to
Actuals through Actuals Variance
Safer at Home
from Projection
Projected Losses Current Projection June 30, 2020
$
88,495,000 $
(500,000) $
87,995,000 $ 86,824,632 $
(1,170,368)
61,532,429
(7,779,134)
53,753,295
47,497,900
(6,255,395)
26,045,500
(500,000)
25,545,500
24,851,189
(694,311)
18,331,500
(4,037,868)
14,293,632
14,293,632
2,754,000
2,754,000
2,312,236
(441,764)
17,300,000
17,300,000
17,417,991
117,991
$
214,458,429 $
(12,817,002) $
201,641,427 $ 193,197,580 $
(8,443,847)

4,553,027 $
3,695,290
27,934,648
7,174,500
1,028,875
758,531
1,578,994
19,757,388
276,719,253 $

4,553,027 $
3,695,290
27,934,648
7,174,500
1,028,875
708,531
1,578,994
19,757,388
280,889,682 $
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(500,000) $
(975,000)
(1,140,410)
(700,000)
(260,000)
(50,000)
(100,000)
(16,542,412) $

4,053,027 $
4,060,648 $
2,720,290
2,406,502
26,794,238
26,745,318
6,474,500
6,475,082
1,028,875
1,750,773
448,531
449,951
1,528,994
1,541,672
19,657,388
19,656,583
264,347,270 $ 256,284,109 $

7,621
(313,787)
(48,920)
582
721,898
1,420
12,678
(805)
(8,063,160)

General Fund Projection
General Fund Five-Year Forecast

Beginning Amount Available for Appropriations

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

FY 2023

FY 2024

FY 2025

Projected

Budget

Forecast

Forecast

Forecast

Forecast

19,136,361

3,551,340

4,014,767

3,683,061

1,828,184

(974,729)

201,641,427

204,566,168

212,079,817

218,552,492

225,511,368

232,846,528

Other Revenues

43,048,455

45,835,945

46,967,239

48,127,657

49,317,965

50,538,948

Contributions/Svs. From Other Funds

19,656,583

19,640,438

20,490,438

20,490,438

20,490,438

20,490,438

264,346,465

270,042,551

279,537,494

287,170,587

295,319,771

303,875,914

164,379,482

174,809,813

182,057,379

188,750,079

195,554,632

198,220,912

Revenues
Tax Revenues

Total Revenues
Expenses
Personnel
Debt Service

10,744,034

10,475,309

11,352,470

11,588,198

11,588,529

12,322,553

Contributions To Other Funds

32,964,673

13,301,473

14,067,502

14,348,853

14,635,830

14,928,546

Other Expenses

71,843,296

70,992,529

72,391,849

74,338,333

76,343,693

78,409,905

Total Expenses

279,931,485

269,579,124

279,869,200

289,025,463

298,122,684

303,881,916

Operating Income/(Loss)

(15,585,020)

Ending Amount Available for Appropriations
Reserve for Capital

463,427

(331,706)

(1,854,876)

3,551,340

4,014,767

3,683,061

1,828,185

-

-

-

-

(2,802,913)

(6,002)

(974,728)

(980,730)

-

-

Contribution to Policy Reserve
Net Income/(Loss) with Reserve Contribution

(15,585,020)

463,427
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(331,706)

(1,854,876)

(2,802,913)

(6,002)

General Fund – Sales Tax
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General Fund Expenditure Projection
• Personnel
> Reduced use of leave time since March 2020
 Elective Leave (Vacation & MTO) use dropped by 2/3 in Apr. & May
> Projected expenditures are $8.5 million less than Budget
 $3.48 million back from Concord
 $5.02 million from regular salaries & Benefits

• Services, Supplies and Internal Service Charges
> Continues to trend under budget by $2-3 million
 Reduction of outside contractor work
 Reduction of program expenditures
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COVID-19 Financial Impacts

• Total costs incurred & commitments are $19.26
million
• Personnel – Direct Costs
> $2.6 million through June 21, 2020
 $1.27 million in CARES Act Leave

• Materials & Supplies
> Primary expense is PPE
> $722,055 through July 9, 2020
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COVID-19 Financial Impacts – Operating Companies

• Rose Bowl Operating Company
> $776,000 in total support
 FEMA Trailers & Pavilion housing
 Testing site
 PUSD Weekend Lunches

• Pasadena Center Operating Company
> $1.2 million for facility use, equipment and in-kind for
temporary medical center.
> PUSD Weekend Lunches – about $200k
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COVID-19 Financial Impacts – Food Security

Total costs incurred & commitments are $1.88 million

(includes appropriation requests on July 27, 2020)

• PUSD Weekend Lunches - $553,350
• Great Plates Program - $961,000
• Food Banks & Senior Meals - $365,800
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COVID-19 Financial Impacts – State Funding

• State allocated $1.788 million in CARES Act funds to
Pasadena
> City submitted request for funds prior to July 10, 2020 due
date
> Funds must be expended between March 1, 2020 and
December 30, 2020
> Focus on reimbursing City for expenses incurred that are not
FEMA or grant eligible:
 CARES Act Personnel Leave Time
 Economic Development Small Business Grants
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COVID-19 Financial Impacts – Federal Funding

• Housing - $5.677 million
> Primarily CDBG and Emergency Shelter Grants (ESG)

• Public Health & Safety - $192,000
• Workforce Assistance - $2.975 million
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